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Staging Gender is an audacious attempt at a comparative 
project-in-performance. Perhaps for the first time the long 
tradition of cross-dressing in the Cantonese Opera is placed 
alongside the equally revered history of the natyasangeet, 
the Indian musical theatre. 
 
Such a juxtaposition yields startling historical parallels. One 
such parallel is in the careers of the legendary Mei Lanfang 
(1894-1961) and the equally iconic Bal Gandharva (1888-
1967), and thus in the respective golden eras of the musical 
theatres in the two traditions. But this may well be only part 
of a considerably longer story. When that story becomes 
visible, we may find similarities in political controversies 
around ‘gender-straight’ and ‘gender-appropriate’ casting as 
we move, in the one instance from the late Qing era through 
to its chequered career with the founding of the People’s 
Republic, and in the other, from the bans of the nautch and 
the devadasi to the modern day bar-dancer, powered by 
state censorship in the colonial as well as independent 
periods. The homoerotic spectatorial gaze fuses into legal 
and cultural questions posed by the ambiguously gendered 
body of the actor-singer now performing on a complex Asian 
cultural stage.  
 
This event arises out of an ongoing collaboration between 
Asia Art Archive and the Department of Cultural Studies at 
Lingnan University. It is part of AAA’s research on histories 
of performance art, women in art history, and complex 
geographies. It also highlights the Department of Cultural 
Studies’ commitment to research in the area, from courses 
on gender, sexuality, and performance studies, to projects 
such as Saath-Saath: Music Across the Waters. 
 
Performers 
Mitche Choi (Chin Shan), Rutuja Lad 
 
Accompaniment 
Chen Yi Fan, Jorge Ramiro Monroy, Mai Jia Wei, Sachin 
Olkar, Siu Wing Chi Pamela, and Suen Tik Fei  

 
 

 

 

Video projections: 
 
Ming Wong:  
 
‘ZhaoJun Crosses the Border / Windows 
On The World (Part 1)’  
‘Yam Kim Fai collage/ Tales of the 
Bamboo Spaceship (Part 1) [excerpts] 
 
Dhundiraj Govind (Dadasaheb) Phalke 
on indiancine.ma: 
 
Queen Taramati’s trial, from King 
Harishchandra (1917). 
 



Video Projections: 
 
Ming Wong 
 
1. ZhaoJun Crosses the Border / Windows On The World (Part 1)  
 
The golden couple of Cantonese Opera both stage and screen of the 20th century, Ma Shi-Zeng 
(1900-1964) his wife Hong Sin-Noi (1924-2013), left Hong Kong and moved to Communist 
Mainland China in 1955, on the invitation by Premier Zhou En-lai. Ma wrote the opera for his 
wife Hong just before their move to Guangzhou.  This is an excerpt of one of the most popular 
Cantonese opera arias of all time, inspired by the story of one of the four legendary beauties of 
Chinese history, Princess Wang ZhaoJun, who was sent by the Han dynasty emperor to marry 
the chief of the Xiongnu tribe in the north.  The aria is sung by Zhao Jun when she reaches the 
border to express her distress at leaving her home country and family for the cold unknown 
northern territory. 
 
This excerpt of the opera was used by the artist Ming Wong as the soundtrack of his video 
installation Windows On The World (Part 1), representing another kind of frontier, in which 
he portrays an Asian female space explorer, inspired by various Eastern Bloc science fiction 
films. 
 
2. Yam Kim Fai collage / Tales of the Bamboo Spaceship (Part 1) 
 
Yam Kim Fai (1913-1989) was a renowned Cantonese opera actress from Hong Kong noted 
for her portrayal of male roles. In this collage we see excerpts from 3 of her films: 
梁祝恨史 The Tragic Story of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai (Hong Kong, 1958) 
新梁山伯祝英台 The Love Story of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai (Hong Kong, 1951) 
此子何來問句妻 Whose son is this (Hong Kong, 1954) 
 
In the Chinese opera classic story of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai (aka the Butterfly Lovers), 
the female Zhu cross-dresses as a boy in order to go to school where she meets Liang and the 
two develop deep but conflicting emotions for each other.  Yam Kim Fai can be seen here 
portraying both the male and female roles in two film versions of the opera.  In the third 
excerpt ‘Whose son is this’, Yam portrays a female character who is passing as a male in order 
to keep the family inheritance but who develops feelings for her male cousin.   This video 
collage juxtaposes different and ambiguous aspects of Yam’s gendered performance as a 
female actor playing a male role in love with a female playing a male; or as a female actor 
playing a female role playing a male in love with a male.   
 
Along with the contrasts in historical and contemporary costume and settings, and black & 
white and colour cinematography, the materials are sources of inspiration for time-and-space-
and-gender-travel that Ming Wong is exploring for his current science fiction Cantonese opera 
project. Tales of the Bamboo Spaceship  featured as a part of the artist’s work shown at the 
Busan  Biennale, 2018. 
 

Dhundiraj Govind (Dadasaheb) 
Phalke/indiancine.ma: 
 
The final sequence from Raja Harishchandra (1917), 
the first surviving Indian fiction film. It is a tale from 
the Mahabharata of the banishment of the truth-
loving King Harishchandra of Ayodhya, his wife 
Taramati and their son. Accused of the murder of her 
son, Taramati pleads her innocence, but is sentenced 
to death, her execution to be carried out by her 
husband. Eventually this is revealed as merely a test 
of the couple’s fortitude and adherence to royal 
command. Taramati was played by an untrained male 
actor, Salunke, chosen mainly for his delicate stature.  

 
Raja Harishchandra in annotated 
and digitally remastered form on 
indiancine.ma developed by CAMP, 
Mumbai 



 
PROGRAMME PART 1 
 
夢會太湖 The Dream Encounter at Lake Tai (circa 1980s, 1980 年代） 
Lyricist: CHEN Ziqiang (1933-2002) 撰曲：陳自強 (1933-2002) 
Theme song from opera based on the legend of Xi Shi, one of the renowned Four Beauties of imperial China. Xi 
Shi is selected by Minister Fan Li to bewitch King Fu Chai of Wu and thus to restore the Yue Kingdom he 
annexed. She succeeds, but at the cost of her life. After her death, Xi Shi and Fan Li meet again in a dream at 
Lake Tai.  
 

  
Mitche Choi  (as Fan Li, right) and Liang Yian Fei 
(Xi Shi) in a 2017 production of The Dream 
Encounter at Lake Tai 
 
 
 
水煙飄，月西墜， 
泛輕舟一葉，尋覓我西施，息戰亂， 
 
故苑凱歌高奏，麗人卻芳踪杳，走遍浣紗舊地， 
姑蘇翠閣瑤池，恨我無能插雙翅，飛遍千山萬水 
  
記當年，為補破碎山河，那管得情心破碎； 
家國恨，如山重，壓下了萬種相思。 
更何堪，亂世別離人，強咽一腔別離淚； 
滄海桑田，花開花謝，心頭永鑄劍膽娥眉。 
 
昔日獻西施，似利刃向胸間刺， 
獻出范蠡心一顆，帶血擲向虎狼堆 
  
今夜复尋芳，惆悵倩影難逢， 
只剩得一湖煙水，西施！西施呀—— 

 
As the misty water lingers, as the moon sinks 
As the boat drifts, I look for my beloved beauty Xishi. 
The war is over,  
The music roars; Yet the fair lady is nowhere to be 
found. 
Filled with bitter hate, with no wings  
To fly mountains and rivers. 
 
A remembrance of days past,  
Seeking to mend broken country, 
Sacrificing love, with sorrow, with broken hearts.  
The times are chaotic 
People drift apart, flowers blossom and wither,  
They all harbour tears of separation;  
 
My heroic beauty of sword and valour, 
On my mind, forever and ever. 
I sent my beloved beauty to the den of tigers and 
wolves, 
 
This night, as I seek reunion; 
A lake of misty water remains.  
Xishi, alas! Xishi, alas! (abridged) 

 
客途秋恨 The Wanderer’s Autumn Grief (circa early 19th century, 約 19 世紀初) 
Traditional 傳統曲藝 
Operatic song in the genre of naamyam (literally “southern tone”), written by Ye Ruibo from Nanhai, Guangdong 
during the Qing Dynasty, adapted in the 1920s into a full Cantonese opera. A love story between a literati and a 
courtesan, it has been performed by renowned performers including Bai Jurong and Xin Mashizeng. 
 
涼風有信，秋月無邊；虧我思嬌情緒，好比度日如年。 
小生繆瑾乃係蓮仙字； 

為憶個多情妓女，嗰位麥氏秋娟。 
唉見佢聲色與共性情，堪我贊羨； 

佢重更兼才貌兩雙全。 

今日天隔一方與佢難見面； 
是以孤舟愁寂，對住晚景涼天。 
唉我呢種情緒悲秋同宋玉； 
況且在客途抱恨，你話對乜誰言。 
正系舊約、舊約難渝潮有信；新愁深似海闊無邊。 
唉第一觸景更添情懊惱； 

虧我懷人愁對，呢個月華圓。 

Cool breeze, autumn moon, 
I long for my charming beloved, Days go on as though 
years. 
Remembrance of a loving courtesan, Beautiful and 
talented. 
Separated, afar, 
Lonely boat, cold night. 
Harbouring sorrows, traveller, journey, 
Whom do I speak to? 
A new grief like deep sea 
Boundless. 
A view of growing regrets,  
Lovesick, I face the full moon 
In sadness (abridged) 

 



再折長亭柳 Revisiting the Willow Pavilion (mid-1930s, 1930 年代中期） 
Lyricist: WU Yixiao (1906-1964) 
撰曲：吳一嘯 (1906-1964) 
Originally written as a song to be performed at teahouses, this longing for a lost love at the Willow Pavilion is the 
most representative work of renowned Cantonese operatic songstress Xu Liuxian, known for singing in a male 
voice. 
別離人對奈何天，離堪怨別堪憐， 
離心牽柳線，別淚灑花前， 
甫相逢，才見面， 
唉不久又東去伯勞西飛燕； 
 
忽離忽別負華年，愁無限呀恨無邊,  
慣說別離言，不曾償素願，春心死咯化杜鵑， 
今復長亭折柳，別矣嬋娟。 
唉我福薄緣慳，失此如花眷； 
 
淚潸然，兩番賦離鸞，兩番賦離鸞，何日再團圓， 
心有萬言待嬌訴，腸欲斷，悵望花前，如今也未見 
 
未見，未見，未見伊人未見， 
怨天，怨天，怨天空自怨天， 
望眼將穿，望眼將穿  
 
衷情待訴，哎呀呀我心似梅酸。 
紅豆相思，深感碧玉多情， 
不幸分衿，任使夢隨雁斷； 
漬雨梨花，宛似替人垂淚， 
愁牽草木，況有一樹吟蟬。 
別離間，空感嘆，磨劫重重，虧煞我情深一片； 
痛分飛，離愁疊疊，將使我夢倒魂顛。 
各一方，人萬里，未必明春，得見歸來紫燕； 
 
癡心眷，癡心念，自怨無計補情天，情天情天， 
三生證，三生願，莫棄絕世此嬋娟，嬋娟嬋娟， 
依稀記起前緣，真令我愁复怨， 
淒复怨 
 
往日香閨同繾綣； 
看妹你金針紅線繡出鳳諧鸞。 
偶或逐笑拋花欄杆走遍； 
嬌嗔常下拷郎鞭。 
觸犯妝前妹呀你就啼婉轉； 
竟流珠淚呀滴我心弦。 
且莫說賞心樂事誰家院； 
玉樓人醉五更天。 
此景此情遂得我平生願； 
遂得我平生願 
  
點想到蟾宮有訊，終使月缺不團圓。 
我正幻想沉沉，嬌已廬山忽現； 
  
妹妹呀我寸心百轉，妹妹呀我寸心百轉， 
重到此間訴離言，重到此間訴離言 
 
正系前途無盡咯，不知送你道路幾千。 
只有揮手揚巾， 
  
唉，喚妹聲聲腸斷； 
今後我醉長安，眠市上， 
花盡買酒錢。 

Lovers separated, face a helpless heaven, 
Departure is sorrowful.  
Severed hearts, linked only by willow boughs 
As tears of farewell are shed before flowers […] 
Goodbye my love. 
…  
Alas, I had no blessing of good fortune 
That I lost my beauty. 
Tears flow 
When shall we see each other again 
Words to tell my beloved, 
Heartbroken 
 
No trace of my fair lady 
Blame the heavens with piercing eyes. 
… 
 
 
Emotions of the heart 
My heart feels sour, as a sour plum 
Or red lovesick beans, lovers’ souvenirs; 
Sentimental jade, wretchedly divided. 
Pear blossom, tears in the rain, 
Cicada solitaire, on single tree. 
Between departures, 
Empty sighs. 
Melancholic departure and absence 
My dreams turned upside down; next spring 
Shall we see the returning purple swallow?  
Pledge for three lives, 
Wish for three lives; 
Never, my lady of grace, shall I give up. 
 
A remembrance of the times in your inner chamber,  
Your embroidery of phoenixes, 
Your enticing pout, 
Your melodious voice, 
And your tears dripping on my heart. 
Drunken in the jade tower at dawn, 
Such a sight, such feelings  
Are my life’s wish 
 
The moon wanes, 
Never a full moon 
My lady, my heart swirls 
Turning upside down. 
Coming to this place again to 
Tell of my grief of lost love. 
 
The path to the future winds endlessly  
How many thousands of miles ahead 
Of your departure I know not. 
Handkerchief in my hand, I wave you farewell. 
 
Alas, with broken heart, every word I utter 
To you, my lady. 
Drunken in the city of Chang’an 
I shall sleep, evermore, in the street, 
Squandering my money on wine (abridged) 

 
Translations and Annotation: Li Siu-Leung 
 
 
 
 
  



PROGRAMME PART II 
 
पंचतुंड नररंुडमालधर  Nandi 
From the musical play Shakuntal  (1880) adapting Kalidasa’s Sanskrit epic Shakuntala. 
Set to the raga Khamaj and the Dhumali beat, this is the traditional opening invocation in all Marathi musical 
theatre.  
पंचतुंड नररंुडमालधर पावर्तीश आधीं निमतो । 
िवघ्नवगर्नग भग्न कराया िवघ्नेश्वर गणपित मग तो ॥ 
 
कािलदासकिवराजरिचत हें गानीं शाकंुतल रिचतो । 
जाणुिनयां अवसान नस ेहें महतृ्कत्यभर िशरीं घेतों । 
 
ईशवराचा लेश िमळे तिर मूढयत् न शेविटं जातो । 
या न्यायें बलत्किव िनजवाक्पुष्पीं रिसकाचर्न किरतो ॥ 
 

He of five-faces (Shiva), the wearer of the human-skull-garland, the 
consort of Parvati, first I bow to him  
Then I request their son Ganapati to destroy the mountain of 
obstacles.  
I will take “Shakuntala,” written by Kalidasa, the king of poets, and 
turn it into a song  
Although I am not ready, I take this great responsibility on my head  
With a little blessing, even an ordinary attempt comes to fruition  
With this adage, poet Balavant offers his word-flowers to the 
audience. 

नाथ हा माझा Naath ha Mazha (“My beloved, he”) From the mythological Swayamvar (1916).  
Krishna saves Rukmini when her marriage is arranged by her brother Rukmi and the evil Shishupala. Set to 
the Yaman raga this devotional is one of Bal Gandharva’s greatest-ever hits.  
 
नाथ हा माझा मोही खला  
िशशुपाला भारी झाला/वीर रुक्मी िशसुसम आिणला  
वीरा लोळिव मज हळु धरुनी/कर रत्नाला जणू हा ल्याला  
नाथ हा माझा मोही खला  

 
My beloved one (Lord Krishna) mesmerizes the evildoers  
Victorious over the mighty Shishupal  
He conquers the warrior Rukmi as though he were just a child  
He makes the brave man bite the dust  
With a flick of the wrist  
He treats the warrior like a child so as to catch my hand 

नाही मी बोलत Nahi Mi Bolat (“I Shall Not Speak”) From the play Manapmaan (1914).  
In of the most famous musical plays in Marathi theatre history, Princess Bhamini disguises herself to get to 
know Dhairyadhar, her betrothed who is a commoner. They fall in love but he is unaware of her true identity.  
 
नाही मी बोलत, नाथा, 
िवनयहीन वदता नाथा, नाही मी बोलत. 
रणरुिचरा रीती, न शोभे प्रेमा ती, िवनयवती मी कांता 
रणरुिचरा रीती, न शोभे प्रेमा ती, िवनयवती मी कांता  

 
I shall not speak to you, my dear beloved lord 
Should you make me blush with your crass remarks  
I shall not speak to you, my dear beloved lord  
Your bold direct military ways  
may not suit chaste delicate love  
I am but a shy virtuous maiden  
I shall not speak to you, my dear beloved lord 

 

जोहार मायबाप जोहार Johar Maibaap Johar (“Greetings, Lord”) From the play Sant Kanhopatra  (1931) 
An abhanga (form of medieval devitional poetry) from Sant Kanhopatra  (1931) about the fifteenth-century 
saint Kanhopatra. Here poet Chokhamela begs for alms, but his ‘lord and master’ is not the upper caste but the 
proletarian god Vithoba. Bal Gandharva would make his god into his beloved audience.  
 
जोहार मायबाप जोहार |  
तुमच्या महाराचा मी महार ||१||  
बहु भुकेला जाहलों |  
तुमच्या उष्ट्यासाठी आलों ||२||  
चोखा म्हणे आिणली पाटी|  
आिणली तुमच्या उष्ट्यासाठी ||३|| 
 

 
I bow to thee, O Lord, supreme and benevolent parent, my master 
Vithoba/I am but the humblest and the lowest of servants amongst 
your slaves 
Consumed with hunger/For left-over crumbs of benevolence from 
your plate  
Says Chokha, I brought a humble container for a speck of alms, the 
left-over crumbs of benevolent attention from your plate  
I beg you O Lord, supreme and benevolent parent, my master 
Vithoba I bow to thee, O Lord... 

 

अगा वैकंुठीच्या राया Aga Vaikunthichya Raya From the play Sant Kanhopatra  (1931) 
The final gut-wrenching appeal for mercy by Kanhopatra to Vithoba, even as soldiers of the Sultan of Bidar wait 
to forcibly accost her outside the temple. The composition epitomises prayer and surrender. This is set to the 
raga Bhairavi, the raga with which all performances end.  
 
अगा वैकंुठीच्या राया/अगा िवठ्ठल सखयाअगा नारायणा 
अगा वसुदेवानंदना/अगा पुंडलीक वरदा/अगा िवष्ण ूतू 
गोिवंदा/अगा रखुमाईच्या कांताकान्होपात्रा दासी आता 

 
O Lord presiding over the celestial abode (Vaikuntha) / O friend 
and confidante Vithoba O dear Narayana O darling son of Vasudeva 
O benevolent one who blessed Pundalika   
O Vishnu and Govinda (‘all forms are yours’)  
O Lord and master of Rakhumai 
Now save thy Kanhopatra 

Translations and annotation: Mugdha Karanjekar-Ratnaparkhi and Rutuja Lad

 



 
TWO HISTORIES 
 
 

1772 EMPEROR QIANLONG'S BAN ON ACTRESSES 
IN BEIJING CITY…  RESULT(S) IN THE CREATION OF 
A HIGHLY DEVELOPED TRADITION OF FEMALE 
IMPERSONATION IN BEIJING OPERA 
 
(Although) transvestism onstage antedates by 
seven centuries the practice of edict-driven male 
casting, in the 19th century the prevalence of 
female impersonators in Beijing opera 
encourages a controversial social practice. This 
prohibition on women prostitutes caused the 
rapid expansion of a special kind of brothel called 
xianggong tangzi, the house of female boys, which 
could be found on every corner in Beijing in the 
mid-19th century. Men paid to have sex with 
young boys who were usually costumed as female 
characters from Beijing opera. A number of 
Beijing opera masters of the early 20th century 
started their acting careers as male prostitutes.  

- Chou Hui-ling, ‘Striking Their Own 
Poses: The History of Cross-Dressing on 
the Chinese Stage’ (1997) 

 
1818: THIRD ANGLO-MARATHA WAR ENDS THE 
MARATHA PESHWAI (THE RULE OF BRAHMIN 
ELITES) 

 
Nachya porya tradition referenced in V. Shantaram’s 
film Manoos/The Man (1937) 
 
During the late Peshwa period, female concubines and 
slaves were kept at court to perform sexually explicit 
lavanis in the natakshalas (royal playhouses). Nachya 
poryas (dancing boys) were also common in Peshwa 
times, and courtesans are said to have learned their 
melodies and dance movements from them.  

- Kathryn Hansen, ‘Theatrical Transvestism in 
the Parsi, Gujarati and Marathi Theatres 
(1850–1940)’ (2004) 

 
1851: VISHNUDAS BHAVE REVOLUTIONIZES THE MARATHI THEATRE WITH HIS MYTHOLOGICAL SITA 
SWAYAMVAR (EPISODE FROM THE RAMAYANA IN WHICH SITA SELECTS HER HUSBAND)  
 
Bhave works with a set of key stereotypes: the ‘rakshas-party’ of heavily made-up demons, the ‘dev-
party’ of gods/heroes, and the ‘stri-party’ of heroines played by ‘young, delicate-looking and relatively 
soft-spoken lads… dressed beautifully and trained to behave with due decorum’  

- Meera Kosambi, Gender, Culture, and Performance: Marathi Theatre and Cinema before 
Independence (2017) 
 

1854: TAIPING REBELLION IN GUANGDONG: NATIONALISM AND 
CANTONESE OPERA  
 
After the main Taiping forces… captured Nanjing and 
inaugurated the Heavenly Kingdom of Everlasting Peace, a 
significant number from the local opera community plunged into 
the antigovernment struggle… [T]he insurgents first occupied 
Foshan and Zhaoqing. [L]ike the larger Taiping Rebellion, 
however, this regional movement ran out of steam in its fight 
against the Qing force. As a good indicator of imperial wrath 
against dynastic enemies, government reactions targeted the 
entire local theater circle rather than just the participants in 
the armed uprising… The Qing authorities banned 
performances by the bendi ban (local theater groups) soon 
after the uprising broke out. There are stories of local actors 
being rounded up indiscriminately and massacred.  
- Wing Chung Ng, The Rise of Cantonese Opera (2015) 
 

1857: FIRST INDIAN WAR OF 
INDEPENDENCE:  
 
Major Indian rebellion 
against the British East 
India Company. Its defeat 
brings India directly under 
the control of the Victorian 
state. A new era of 
colonialism also signals the 
birth of both modernism 
and moral censorship 
alongside a metropolitan 
entertainment industry. 

 
 
 
 



 
The feminization of subaltern males was part of, and contributed to, a wider homoerotic sensibility, a 
structure of feeling that invested boy-actors with a magical allure that was irresistible to the elite 
males who supported and enjoyed the fashion. The magical allure of the dan was just as much a result of 
their place within the social structure as it was their training: their training and performance defined 
them as feminized boys, but they also defined them as a site or space for the enactment of the self-
indulgent fantasies of the male elites. [T]he authors of huapu were engaged in a form of 
connoisseurship where their own good judgement was on exhibition as much as the appearance of the 
dan they described  

– Wu Cuncun, Homoerotic Sensibilities in Late Imperial China (2004) 
 

My argument is that female impersonators were desired, in their own right, as men who embodied the 
feminine. These crossdressed actors… set new standards for feminine conduct and fashion, 
transforming the visual construct of womanhood into an image of bourgeois respectability. 
Simultaneously, female impersonators crafted a new sense of the interior person. They formulated 
attitudes of modesty and vulnerability that became the hallmark of the new femininity, paving the way 
for the emergence of the dutiful, demure bharatiya nari (Indian Woman) of the nationalist era  

– Kathryn Hansen, ‘Theatrical Transvestism in the Parsi, Gujarati and Marathi Theatres (1850–
1940)’ (2004 
 

1870: FEMALE PERFORMERS BEGAN TO 
IMPERSONATE MALE ROLES ONSTAGE (AND) 
APPROPRIATED MEN'S CLOTHING IN THE STREET  
 
Aiming at gender transgression, their practice 
actually represented the first stirring of the 
Chinese feminist movement (part of ninan 
zhuyi, imitating man). The execution of the 
revolutionary Qiu Jin in 1907 after leading an 
abortive anti-Qing uprising demonstrated the 
strong tie between feminism, nationalism and 
the man-imitating trend prevalent among 
women radicals.  

- Chou Hui-ling, ‘Striking Their Own 
Poses: The History of Cross-Dressing on 
the Chinese Stage’ (1997) 

 
 
Shanghai actress/storyteller Wang Yunqian (seated 
at table, on the right) completely concealed her 
gender in her cross- dressing: "One day Wang put on a 
Manchurian official's leisure dress and shoes and 
attended a banquet with other men." (Image 
reproduced from Dianshi Zhai Pictorial Magazine; 
courtesy of Chou Hui-ling), from  Chou (1997)

 

 
Concluding scene of original 
production of Sangeet Saubhadra 
(1882): B.P. Kirloskar (Centre), 
Bhaurao Kolhatkar in female dress 
(left) 

1880: SANGEET SHAKUNTAL IS STAGED BY THE KIRLOSKAR NATAK 
MANDALI 
 
(Its later success goes) a long way in consolidating Sangeet Natak 
as a dominant theatrical genre. The female impersonator actor-
singer (becomes) the mediating figure…‘constructed’ through the 
combination of elements drawn from the modernising discourse of 
Indian (Hindu) womanhood and upper caste social reforms  

- Urmila Bhirdikar, ‘Gani Sakuntal Racito’: Annasaheb 
Kirloskar’s Sangit Sakuntal as Marathi Opera’ (2011) 

 
 

1911 LED BY SUN YAT-SEN, THE REPUBLICAN REVOLUTION SUCCEEDED AND THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA WAS 
FOUNDED. YU ZHENTING PETITIONED THE NEW GOVERNMENT IN BEIJING TO LIFT THE BAN ON ACTRESSES 
 
1911: SANGEET MANAPMAAN IS STAGED 
 
‘The subsequent development… when the songs for the lead female 
character (sung by Bal Gandharva) found a model in the musical genres 
popularized by the gramophone recordings of the professional women 
singers (baiji/courtesan). From then till about 1919–20, music composition 
(strengthened) its power to represent character emotion and a desirable, 
ideal, and respectable femininity’.  

- Urmila Bhirdikar, 
‘The Heroine’s Song 
in the Marathi 
Theatre Between 
1910 and 1920: Its 
Code And Its Public’ 
(2009). 



 

 

  

MEI LANFANG 
(1894-1961) 

BAL GANDHARVA 
(1888-1967) 

A New Singing Voice 
 
Cross-dressing, a disalignment of gender and sex in itself, is ironically often an attempt to realign 
what it disaligns. The requirement to consistently disguise is to give an illusion of truth about the 
“natural” order of gender and sex. Thus we had anecdotes of the young Mei Lanfang and other female 
impersonators passed as the perfect woman and deceived many spectators’ eyes. The voice of 
shi’niang-nüling always already breaks the disguise by its bordering on the sexlessness. There is no 
illusion of truth in the voice of shi’niang-nüling. If finding a voice sets one free, having a sexless voice 
sets gender free.  

– Li Siu-Leung, “Sounds (Fe)male: Gender Performance in Cantonese Operatic Singing” 
(2008) 

 
Bal Gandharva did not sing in the high pitch of the women singers. He deviated even from the general 
trend of using higher pitches by male singers in that time, by singing in a range between D sharp and 
E. Further, the attributes of the voices noted earlier do not place him in any one voice type of the 
women singers. Beyond this, voice is also understood along with the stylistic feats it can achieve.  

- Urmila Bhirdikar, ‘The Heroine’s Song in the Marathi Theatre Between 1910 and 1920: Its 
Code And Its Public’ (2009) 

His voice production was not falsetto but midway between today's male and female registers, as was 
true of other singer-actors of the time, regardless of gender, His spoken voice is said to have been an 
idealised version of… presumably the speech of upper-caste women.  

- Kathryn Hansen, ‘Theatrical Transvestism in the Parsi, Gujarati and Marathi Theatres 
(1850–1940)’ (2004) 

 
1949: THE TRAINING OF NANDAN (FEMALE IMPERSONATION) DISCONTINUED BY THE STATE AFTER 1949, THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA  

The queer body of the female wenwusheng, perceived 
by both local and mainland practitioners and fans as 
inauthentic in its staged representation of 
masculinity, takes on new significance in the context 
of Hong Kong’s contemporary political climate, where 
these perceptions… also belie an ambivalence 
displayed by Hongkongers toward the cultural, 
national, and political identities they embody. [M]any 
people consider the female wenwusheng to be a 
substitute for male wenwusheng and that only the 
masculinity embodied by men is orthodox. Yet, if 
there exists a difference between male masculinity 
and female masculinity, then the popularity and 
success of female wenwusheng have problematized 
the naturalized relationship between the male body 
and orthodox Masculinity.  

- Pui-sze Priscilla Tse, Queering the Body: 
Cross-dressing Performance and Identity 
Politics in Cantonese Opera of post-1950s 
Hong Kong (2017) 

The country was sacralised and feminised. [U]nlike 
the manly virile, British public school boy-cum-
administrator, or the Indian martial races, the 
Bengali 'babu' was a weak effeminate creature. 
Bengali nationalism, as an oppositional ideology, 
therefore, defiantly worshipped and gloried in the 
female principle.  
[T]the plays are not just an elaborate and devious 
attempt to restore a given order of power relations 
They are about radical breaks and fundamental 
departures. Even if the woman is not given a direct 
role in the public domain, the moral initiative given to 
her must irrevocably alter notions about hegemony 
and authority (as) earlier models of patriarchal 
power (become) crucially dependent on the woman's 
superior understanding. 

- Tanika Sarkar. ‘Nationalist Iconography: 
Image of Women in 19th Century Bengali 
Literature’ (1987) 

 



I would suggest an underlying homo-erotic valence that linked the gazes of hero and male 
heroine on stage, and heroine and male spectator in the theatre hall. 
 
[T]he kinds of pleasure produced by these spectatorial positions… may well have surpassed 
the pleasure of seeing a real woman on the stage. The sight of a woman in public was 
enveloped in such moral condemnation… that the spectator's response could not be expected 
to be one of authentic attraction or sympathy. Female impersonators, by bringing into the 
public sphere the mannerisms, speech, and distinctive appearance of middle class women, 
defined the external equivalents of the new gendered code of conduct for women.  

- Kathryn Hansen, ‘Stri Bhumika: Female Impersonators and Actresses on the Parsi 
Stage’ (1998)  

 

  
 
Satish Alekar’s landmark Marathi play Begum 
Barve (1979), about a theatrical cross-dresser 
reduced to sex work even as she she endlessly re-
lives her various theatrical selves.  

 
Pushpamala N, ‘Land: Playfighting 2’ (after Tamil 
Theatre Group, Sri Lanka, ca 1900, photograph by A W 
A Plate & Co.) 2016. Adapted from two 1900 studio 
photographs of an early Sri Lankan Tamil theatre 
group.  

MID-1990S TAIWAN: MALE CROSS-DRESSING 
PERFORMANCE TAKES A NEW TURN WITH THE 
FOUNDING OF REDTOP ARTS IN TAIWAN 
 
Beginning at a small restaurant/nightclub (like a 
Western cabaret) in Liutiaotong 六條通, a famous red-
light district in Taipei, Redtop rapidly expanded to 
more than forty members, with a form known as 
“cross-dressing show” [fanchuan biaoyan 反串表演], 
that they claimed ‘inherit(ed) the performing spirit of 
the Mei-school’. “Cross-dressing is a type of art, not 
salacity. One hundred years ago, Mei Lanfang became 
world famous. I believe we can follow his steps.”

 
(Its 

owner Dr. Tsai) emphasized that fanchuan should be 
distinct from Western drag, which he believed was a 
type of sex show that capitalized on shock value and 
promoted same sex love. (He) also distinguished 
Redtop from other types of tourist sex shows in places 
like Thailand, where many drag queens were injecting 
themselves with female hormones.  
  

 
 
- Chao-Jung Wu, Performing Postmodern 
Taiwan: Gender, Cultural Hybridity, And The 
Male Cross-Dressing Show (2007) 

 
 



 
BEING FEMALE 

JI YUN (1724-1805) RECORDING A MALE DAN’S 
SPEECH 

Taking my body as a female, I have to 
transform my heart into that of a female, 
and then my tender feelings and charming 
postures can become truthful and lifelike. If 
a trace of male heart remains, there must 
be a bit that does not resemble a female.... If 
a male impersonates a female on the stage, 
when he plays a chaste woman, he must 
make his own heart chaste, and does not 
lose her chastity even if she is laughing and 
making jokes; when he plays a wanton 
woman, he must make his own heart loose, 
and does not hide her wantonness even if 
she is sitting sedately; when he plays a 
noble woman, he must make his own heart 
noble, and keep her dignity even if she is in 
humble dress; when he plays a virtuous 
woman, he must make his own heart 
gentle, and does not appear agitated even if 
she is angry; when he plays a shrew, he 
must make his own heart stubborn and 
perverse, and does not fall silent even if she 
is in the wrong. And all other feelings, such 
as happiness, anger, sorrow, delight, 
gratitude, resentment, love, and hatred, the 
actor must experience each of them, 
putting himself in the position of the 
character, and thinking of them not as 
fictional but as real, and the spectator also 
thinks of them as real  

– Quoted in Min Tian, ‘Male Dan: the 
Paradox of Sex, Acting, and 
Perception of Female Impersonation 
in Traditional Chinese Theatre’ 
(2000). 

 

 
 

 
 
ANURADHA KAPUR’S BIOGRAPHICAL PLAY 
SUNDARI: AN ACTOR PREPARES (1998) 
 
 
 
The moment when Jaishankar first put on 
the choli, blouse, lehnga of a woman, that 
moment he transformed into femaleness, into 
a female icon. A man laboring to produce a 
woman. A vision, not of a man, but of a young 
woman, beautiful, graceful, attractive, the 
pride of Gujarat; with eyes full of compassion, 
emerges from within me. Who is this woman I 
see? Is it Saubhagya Sundari or 
Kumudasundari or my own spirit/likeness? 
Not Jaishankar, in that instant, but a woman. 
When I became that woman for the first time 
I felt some slight hesitation, but now I feel I 
am a woman. My countless admirers have 
made me the beautiful one.  

– actor Jaishankar Sundari, in his 
1976 autobiography writing in the 
third person. Quoted by Anuradha 
Kapur, ‘Impersonation, Narration, 
Desire and the Parsi Theatre’ (2004) 
 
 



  

Ming Wong, Making 
Chinatown, 2012; mixed-media 
installation featuring a seven-
channel color video, a 
reconstruction of Roman 
Polanski’s film Chinatown. Later 
works combine Cantonese Opera 
with science fiction.

 
1997: REVISED CRIMINAL LAW OF THE PRC IMPLEMENTS 1984 RULING REMOVING THE SPECIFIC CRIME OF 
SODOMY FROM THE CRIMINAL CODE 
 
It also deletes specific reference to the crime of hooliganism (liumangzui), an umbrella term 
which referred to a wide array of social offences and was often used to penalize homosexuals  

– Li Yinhe, ‘Regulating male same-sex relationships in the People’s Republic of China’ 
(2006) 

 
2005: THE BOMBAY POLICE ACT, AMENDED TO BAN WOMEN PERFORMING IN DANCE BARS, IS LATER 
STRUCK DOWN BY SUPREME COURT 
 

Dance bars banned in Bombay with the passing of 
the Maharashtra Police (Amendment) Act, 2005, 
affecting around 700 bars employing 75,000 bar 
dancers. The ban is challenged in the High Court 
of Bombay by the associations of bar owners, the 
bar dancers’ union as well as a number of 
women’s rights and human rights groups 
including the Forum Against Oppression of 
Women (FAOW). In 2014 the Supreme Court 
overturns the ban on grounds of the dancers’ 
right to livelihood.  
 

 

In 2005, a ban on dancing in beer bars was 
brought by the State of Maharashtra targeting 
the exploitation of bar dancers and the damage to 
society and public morality that dance bars were 
seen to engender. In 2006, the ban was 
successfully contested in the Bombay High Court, 
and in July 2013, this judgement was upheld in 
the Supreme Court. The dance bar ban 
constituted an almost exact repeat of the anti-
nautch campaign of nineteenth-century India 
that left courtesans and devadasis 
marginalised from classical performing arts, 
and the majority of bar girls were in fact from 
courtesan and dancing girl communities.  

- Anna Morcom, ‘The Cure is Worse than 
the Disease’: Mumbai Dance Bars, and 
New Forms of Justice in the History of 
Female Public Performers in India’ 
(2017) 

 

 
2006: ‘THREE PIECES OF LEGISLATION CAME INTO EFFECT THAT HAVE SHIFTED THE PARAMETERS OF 
CHINA’S PROSTITUTION CONTROLS’ 
The Regulations on AIDS Prevention and Treatment, a revised version of the Regulations on the 
Management of Entertainment and Leisure Venues (yulechangsuo guanli tiaoli), and the Law of the 
People’s Republic of China on Penalties for Administration of Public Security’ - Elaine Jeffreys and Gang 
Su, ‘Changing Policies on Prostitution, Censorship and Disease Control’ (2017) 
 
 

2018: NAVTEJ SINGH JOHAR & ORS. VERSUS UNION OF INDIA [SUPREME COURT 
OF INDIA] 
 
The dancer Navtej Singh Johar is the principal petitioner in landmark case in 
which the Indian Supreme Court strikes down the draconian Section 377 of the 
Indian Penal Code, thus decriminalizing homosexual activity [Earlier Supreme 
Court cases: 2014: Transgender community given full citizenship rights, 2017: 
Privacy declared a fundamental right] 

 



 


